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Which Brand Of A Basketball Goes Higher?

● What is the problem in this experiment? I want to do this experiment because I always wanted to know
which price and brand of a basketball bounces the highest. I think this information in my experiment is to
know when you're buying a basketball you will know which brand and price of the basketball bounces the
highest. Which Basketball goes the highest?

Objective:

● In this experiment I will be testing to see if the brand of a basketball affects how high it bounces. I will be
testing two different brands of basketballs that have very different price points.

Hypothesis:

● I hypothesize that the brand of basketball that is going to bounce the highest will be the Spalding NBA
Basketball. I think it will bounce the highest because research states that the Spalding Basketball has
better material and it is more expensive.

https://www.gamebasketballs.com/best-spalding-basketballs/

Materials:

● Samsung 20 FE for pictures and recording
● And1- $20 dollar Basketball 28.5" Weight 20 oz
● Spalding NBA- $40 dollar Basketball 28.5" Weight 20 oz
● Science Fair Logbook
● HP Chromebook 14- for data charting and graphing
● Concrete platform- testing surface
● 1 Volunteer to operate the camera
● Retractable measuring tape Brand Ace
● Camera app on the cell phone
● Balcony/Shelf 4 Feet to drop the ball on the floor.
● Pressure Gauge Brand Ace



Dependent and Independent Variable:

● Independent-The brand of the basketball
● Dependent-The bounce of the basketball
● Control-Weather,PSI,Si

Procedure:
1. Measure Both of the basketball with the Pressure Gauge
2. Write the measurement in the logbook
3. Get on the shelf/balcony and get both of the basketballs.
4. Put on the camera app from the cell phone and put on slow motion mode and you need a helper to hold

the ruler
5. Go on the 4ft shelf  and drop the $20 And1 basketball on the concrete platform
6. Record the basketball when it drops
7. Look at the video and then see how high it went in inches
8. Repeat your steps with the $40 Spalding basketball
9. See data of what you got and measure which one goes higher
10. Repeat data your steps 10 times on each basketball
11. Put all your data in the logbook from the chromebook

Results:  The data and results told me that after averaging my 10 trails the AND1 Basketball bounces the highest th
the Spalding Basketball the average of the Spalding Basketball was 24.1 inches and the AND1 Basketball was 28.2
inches.

Trials And1 Basketball- $20
28.5”

Spalding Nba Basketball-
$20 28.5”

Trials 1 39.5 22.2

Trials 2 33.4 18.6

Trials 3 12.6 27.8

Trials 4 34.1 24.6

Trials 5 33.8 17.9



Trials 6 20.1 28.9

Trials 7 40.7 24.0

Trials 8 31.6 38.6

Trials 9 25.1 18.7

Trials 10 11.9 20.4

Average 28.2 24.1





Conclusion:
1. I did accomplish my objective because I know which brand of Basketball bounces the highest im my
10 trials.

2. My hypothesis was incorrect because the AND1 Basketball bounces the highest than the Spalding
NBA Basketball.

3. The data and results told me that after averaging my 10 trails the AND1 Basketball bounces the
highest th the Spalding Basketball the average of the Spalding Basketball was 24.1 inches and the
AND1 Basketball was 28.2 inches.

4. I learned from this experiment that the AND1 Basketball bounces higher than the Spalding NBA
Basketball.

5. What I would do differently is a larger sample size because I will know which one out of a lot of
brands will go the highest.
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